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Abstract: In past, a production of movie was a highly professional work. It needs some more team work, advanced
devices, techniques, time and money investment. A new technique is introduced called script – to – movie composition, for
the automatic production of movie according to the user’s designed script. This makes easy editing and filming for the
producers. To make a new movie, a video database is maintained with the semantic description, about the different
characters in various time and places. By using this S2M composition, the semantic story plot and syntactic visual content
are identified as a video segment to narrate the user designed script.
Index Terms: movie composition, semantic story plot, syntactic visual content, video database.
I. INTRODUCTION
An important art and entertainment form is movie, which is
popular with people all over the world. According to the
reports of Motion Picture Association of America, the global
movie industry released 560 films in 2010. This is not
achieved by every one of the movie industry. Because,
movie making is a specialized work, it needs group of
skilled labors, highly developed plans and procedures. In
this movie production, more time and efforts spent on video
filming and editing.
The producers have to make the film with proper audiovisual materials and organize them in a particular sequential
order. For all these, we need massive manual operations,
both labor-intensive and skill-required. To overcome this,
the two methods are proposed; they are mash up [2] and
remix [3] to collect materials from the existing movies.

Fig.1. a movie script with relevant scene time, Place, characters, dialogs and
actions

The fig.1. Shows the movie script with the detailed
story plot about time, place and characters. So it is qualified
to be a semantic reference for the movie production. For this
new form of production, the user designed script is given as
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input and the story video with the suitable place, time and
characters are produced as a output. This type of movie
production is known as S2M composition.
This S2M composition is a general- purpose
application; in this the users can feed the story plot and get a
relevant video output. A professional movie not only
narrates the story plot, but also provides the audience with
the high quality video outputs.
II. MOVIE COMPOSITIONS
A. Manual Movie Production
In the manual movie production more effort and
time is spent on video filming and editing, where producers
need to concentrate more on proper filming on audio-visual
materials and organize them in a sequential order to narrate
the story plot. These steps usually contain massive manual
operations, which are both labor-intensive and skill-required.
This movie production always needs proficient work with
more time and money investment.
B. Script to Movie Composition
In Script to Movie Composition, there will be an automatic
production of movie. In this movie production the two
different ideas are used. They are mash up and remix, to
collect video materials from existing videos and also other
approaches [4], [5] to simplify the video content
organization. For the immediate selection and arrangement
of these video content, they are encapsulated as a black box
this is not visible to end producer. It not only decreases the
burden of filming and editing but also it helps in quick script
design and video preview.
Here we use new form of production as S2M composition,
whose input is the user designed script and output is a
relevant story video of matched time, place and characters
composed from massive existing movies.
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Several technical challenges are needed to be addressed to
support the movie composition application: a) S2M is a
general-purpose application that is not designed for a
particular movie or TV drama, its users in principle can
submit arbitrary story plot and have cause for a reasonable
video output. b) Given user designed script and abundant
audio-visual materials, the core problem of S2M
composition is the video segment selection and organization.
It considers both semantic and syntactic requirements and
finds an optimal solution to well balance them synthetically.
c) Movie production is not just a visual work, but instead an
integrated multimedia authoring containing video, audio and
text.
III. RELATED WORK
Video authoring and video annotation are two most
related areas of S2M composition.
A. Video Authoring
It concerns raw material selection and their
chronological arrangement and a lot of research efforts have
been devoted on various video types including news video
[6], home video [7], sports video [8], concert recording [2],
documentary films [2] and movies [9], [4], [10], [11], [5].
The ideas of showing dynamic images while writing a story
is first originated by textable movie project [9]. Textable
movie was designed to automatically select and edit movies
in real time based on textual input from the teller.
B. Video Annotation
Video annotation bridges high-level semantic
description with low-level video features. Semantic scene
extraction outlines the basic unit for advanced video content
understanding. Compared with low – level shot detection,
scene partition not only consider visual feature smooth but
also require high-level semantic correlation. The proposed
scene transition graph (STG) [23] to model the visual
similarity and temporal adjacency between any two shots,
then applied a hierarchical agglomerative-clustering to split
the STG into a group of sub graphs, each of which
corresponded to an individual scene segment.
Normalized cut (NCut) [14], [15] is used to
segment the above shot similarity graph and a global
optimal, solution was indicated by the Eigen vectors of the
graph laplacian. Besides semantic scenes, another important
story element is the character. Character appearance and
interaction provide a meaningful representation of the story
plot.
IV. OUR METHOD
The system frame work of our proposed S2M
composition is shown in fig.2, where the whole flow can be
functionally divided into two parts: off-line annotation and
on-line composition.
The Off-line annotation adopts a hierarchical
alignment idea to explain the video content with its original
script description from which important plot clues, such as
time, places and character identities, can be extracted and
indexed to form a semantically annotated video material
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database. The on-line composition is responsible for
organizing proper video material in accordance with user
designed story.

Fig. 2. The framework of the proposed S2M composition.

V. CONTRIBUTION OF OUR WORK
We raise a novel and interesting S2M application
for story movie production, through which people’s story
idea can be automatically converted into relevant video
content. Our work focuses on story plot and characters
interaction.
We propose an integrated computational frame
work to support the S2M composition. It includes a
hierarchal alignment method to automatically analyze and
annotate existing movie video with their script descriptions.
On the other hand, it formulates the S2M composition as a
constrained optimization problem, where semantic story plot
and syntactic viewing aesthetic are jointly considered in the
video content generation process.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For material annotation, we investigate the
performance of coarse video/script alignment from video
face naming and semantic scene segmentation, and validate
the effectiveness of refined shot/ dialog alignment by
comparing multiple pattern alignment methods.
For movie composition, both quantitative and
qualitative experiments are conducted to study the
performance of the proposed S2M composition model,
where modules of semantic matching and syntactic
smoothing are numerically tested under various fusion
parameters and the quality of composed video is subjectively
evaluated through a well designed user study experiments.
A. Data Set
For the experiment, the popular two drama series
are stored in the database. Both the series are featured with a
set of main characters and also other characters, which
involves in other episodes. There are number of interactions
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in each drama series, which involves in the qualitative
evaluation.
B. Off – line Annotation
Off – line annotation involves the hierarchal
alignment, to match script description with the video
content. It also aligns the face naming and scene
segmentation.

This second experiment changes the study focus
from the individual semantic matching module to the holistic
composition model.

Experiment 3
It examines the dynamic characteristics of the
proposed movie composition model under various fusion
parameters from its two main components.

Implementation
The result of an evaluation depends on the pattern
translation method, in which the shot/dialog is aligned to
video/script. Particularly it extracts the name and face
appearance pattern.fig.4. The pattern appearance is retrieved
in an alternative optimization manner. For this first set the
initial scaling factor θ = 1 and iterate the pattern alignment.
To verify the effectiveness of the sequence matching
algorithm, we compare the random match and full match
appearance pattern, respectively and then their summation
ratios are used to compute θ. (sum (n) / (sum (f)).
The manually labeled shot-dialog alignment matrix
G* and relevant scaling factor θ* are used to evaluate the
scaling factor by exp (-|θ - θ* |).
To calculate the pattern matching result, the
following terms have to be calculate,
The standard precision,

Gpre = (correctly matched pairs) / (all matched
pairs)
The recall,

Grec = (correctly matched pairs) / (len(f))
The F – measure,

GFmeans = (2 * Gpre * Grec) / (Gpre + Grec)
Where,
G is the matching matrix,
f is the face appearance pattern,
C. On – line composition
The main objective of the on-line composition is to
measure the performance of the proposed S2M composition
model, by combining two sides of semantic matching and
syntactic smoothing. Due to the lack of evaluation criteria,
the direct evaluation of generated video quality is not
possible.

Semantic matching
Vsem = - tr (BT S)
Where,
B = [ Bij ] Є RM*N ,a binary indication matrix.
S = [ Sij ] Є RM*N ,a Semantic matching matrix.

Implementation
The two main components of movie composition
model is semantic matching and syntactic smoothing. For
semantic matching the pattern matching matrix S is
calculated and for syntactic smoothing the CENTRIST
descriptor is adopted to depict the scene feature E. The three
experiments are designed to evaluate the performance of the
video composition model.

Experiment 1
The effect of various similarity functions on the
semantic matching is investigated and its performance is
measured by script – based video retrieval.

Experiment 2
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Syntactic matching
Vsyn = ρ1 tr (KKT )
Where,
ρ is the fusion parameter,
tr (KKT ), where K = ( I – 1/M 1M*M ) BE
and
I is a unit matrix,
1M*M is a full 1 square matrix,
B = [ Bij ] Є RM*N ,a binary indication matrix.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
S2M composition provides a new way for story
movie production and people’s can easily convert their story
into continuous video content in an automatic manner. It
also helps the producers to focus on storytelling rather than
technical details. The off-line annotation brings an abundant
video material database with detailed semantic description
and on-line composition selects and organizes proper video
segments to visualize user designed story plot. So it does not
need any training data and it can easily deploy in large-scale
applications. In the future, the user can narrate their story
plot in a secured manner for automatic video output.
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